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Abstract. Innovation in information and communication technology has a great
potential to create large impact on modern healthcare. However, for the new
technologies to be adopted, the innovations have to be meaningful and timely,
taking into account user needs and addressing societal and ethical concerns. In
this paper, we focus on ICT innovations related to home healthcare domain, in
which patient safety and security, but also trust and privacy are of utmost importance. To ensure the adoption of new healthcare services, the new innovative
technologies need to be complemented with new methods that can help patients
to establish trust in healthcare service providers in terms of privacy, reliability,
integrity of the data chain and techniques that help service providers to assess
the reliability of information and data contributed by patients. This paper
sketches various lines of research for the development of trusted healthcare services namely, patient compliance, reliability of information in healthcare, and
user-friendly access control.
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Introduction

The high bandwidth connectivity provided by the Internet enables new services to
support citizens in their daily lives. An important category of these services is
healthcare services. The first examples of these services already exist today, and soon
new services will emerge offering increased sophistication and improved but cheaper
healthcare. An exponential growth of these services is expected, due to two tendencies. First, demand for care and cure will increase over the next decades caused by the
ageing population (within 40 years, one in every four people will be over 60). Secondly, the number of healthcare workers is expected to diminish relative to the total
population (without changes to the healthcare system, 25% of the working population
would be needed to provide today’s level of care by 2040 in a typical western country). New ICT supported healthcare services can overcome this problem by allowing
people not to rely only on traditional care. However, to ensure the adoption of new
healthcare services, the new innovative technologies need to be complemented with
new methods that can address related ethical and societal issues.
A good example is home healthcare. Current home healthcare services are rudimentary in nature. Often they rely on call centers or nurses visiting the patient while
new propositions are based on the Internet. One of the important impediments for the

use of the Internet is the lack of trust. Trust is a requirement for the widespread adoption of healthcare services by clients (patients), by caregivers and by the parties that
are financially responsible.
Existing techniques address part of the trust and security requirements, for example
tools for identity management and for encryption of connections. Missing are techniques that help end-users to establish trust in a healthcare service in terms of privacy,
reliability, integrity of the data chain, as well as techniques that help physicians to
assess the reliability of information and data contributed by patients. There is a need
for an integrated and easy to understand approach to trust in terms of security, privacy, and transparency, where users can make informed decisions whether to trust a
service and can control the usage of their personal information.
In this paper, we present the research lines for trust management in home
healthcare services. Home healthcare services aim to support people who are chronically ill or who are rehabilitating. These services gather patient’s sensitive information that is then interpreted by medical professionals to manage their diseases. The
adoption of such services, however, hardly relies on the patients’ trust in a healthcare
service provider in terms of privacy of the data chain and physicians’ trust in the reliability of information and data contributed by patients. In particular, a number of
questions should be addressed:
 How can compliance with a treatment be reliably measured?
 Can a physician trust data measured by a patient at home?
 How can patients use home healthcare services while ensuring their privacy and
controlling the use of information in a simple intuitive way?
Answers to these questions require investigating different research lines including
patient compliance, reliability of information in healthcare, and user-friendly access
control. The paper discusses the existing proposals in these areas and describes a research plan for enhancing the state-of the-art.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Next section presents the impact of ICT
innovation on healthcare. Section 3 discusses the problem of trust towards healthcare
services. Section 4 discusses trust management for home healthcare services. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper providing directions for future work.
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ICT innovation in Healthcare

The advance of ICT technologies is leading to the design of novel electronic
healthcare services that improve people’s health and well-being but also extend beyond the individual towards sustainability of our society. Consequently, many countries created policies to foster innovation and spread the successful adoption of these
technologies in their healthcare sector. In this process of innovation creation it is crucial to focus on meaningful innovations, sustainability and societal and ethical values
underpinning the innovations. Meaningful innovation means new ideas, new approaches, new solutions that make lives healthier, more enjoyable, and more productive. It also means that they should be driven by user needs (not by technology), tak-

ing into consideration economic, societal and environmental sustainability. They
should be well timed and introduced when they really make sense.
In healthcare, we witness many examples of such innovations ranging from electronic health records (EHRs), clinical decision support systems, via medical apps for
mobile devices to next generation gene sequencing. The creation of national/regional
EHR infrastructures such as RHIO’s in the US, the NHS Spine project in the United
Kingdom and NICTIZ in the Netherlands, is complemented with efforts on creating
commercial Web-based personal health record (PHR) systems such as Microsoft
HealthVault. These applications process, store and exchange patient’s medical information and allow for harnessing big data to improve healthcare.
Clinical decision systems assist healthcare providers with decision making task.
They allow clinicians to take into account all important clinical observations and up to
date clinical knowledge when diagnosing and treating patients.
Advances in mobile Health (mHealth) allow healthcare providers and patients to
take part in a revolution in the way healthcare information is accessed and delivered.
Healthcare providers and patients can access the most up to date medical resources
anytime anywhere on their mobile devices.
New technologies for genome sequencing will make possible that everyone’s genome is sequenced quickly for an affordable price which is expected to decrease to
one thousand dollars very soon. This will not allow for only quick and cheap sequencing, but for the use of genomics in diagnostics and treatment enabling personalized
medicine.
Finally, there is an increasing number of extramural telemedicine applications in
the home healthcare domain such as remote patient monitoring (RPM). RPM systems
combine consumer electronics and the Internet to connect patients and their care providers, thus enabling new care models. They allow patients to stay at home attached
to monitoring devices/sensors that are getting smaller and wireless. In this way, patient’s physiological and other contextual data can be collected and transmitted to
remote care providers for review or intervention. Typically, RPM systems comprise
several measurement devices (such as blood pressure meter, weighing scale or glucose meter) a medical hub device that collects the data from measurement devices and
sends them to a backend service. Furthermore, a hospital EHR or PHR systems are
also considered as part of this eco system (the measurement data is sent from the medical hub to a PHR system, but in certain cases it is sent from the medical hub to a
backend service which forwards it to an EHR or PHR system). A typical architecture
of an RPM system as defined by the biggest standardization initiative in the domain
of personal healthcare, called Continua Health Alliance1 is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of an RPM system

In this paper we will focus on home healthcare technologies, as they are very controversial. On one hand, these technologies improve the quality of patient life (he can
stay at home), and provide faster and cheaper healthcare services. On the other hand,
they are exposed to different security and safety threats as the patient is far from
healthcare providers, and it becomes simpler to collect, store, and search electronic
health data, thereby endangering people's privacy.
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Trusted Healthcare Services

Electronic healthcare services offer important economic and social benefits for our
society. Patients rely on these services for their safety and care and for improving
their quality of life. For physicians, electronic health and wellness services offer support for providing more effective and continuous care. For insurers and governments,
these services bring a reduction of costs, and for commercial service providers, this is
a new business opportunity. However, electronic healthcare services cannot be exploited until the trust question has been addressed in a fundamentally correct way.
Indeed, trust is a pre-requisite for the acceptance of these services by end users.
Trust establishment is crucial for physicians and service providers as they will use
healthcare services to implement and extent (medical) treatments. In particular,
healthcare providers need to trust the patient data they obtain remotely from the
measurement devices deployed in patient’s home. It is crucial for them to know that a
vital sign of a registered user is measured (not of his friends/children), that the measurement was taken with a certified device, under standardized conditions (e.g., with
the blood pressure cuff on the arm at the heart level) and that it is not obtained as a
result of device malfunctioning.

In a healthcare setting, trust is also of special relevance because healthcare services
deal with very personal and private information. Home healthcare services monitor
patients and gather data that is interpreted by medical professionals. Health and wellness services support people in need in many ways on the basis of personal and health
related information. People in health communities share health and well-being information which then becomes potentially available to the whole community and beyond.
Privacy is a major concern of many citizens and the government has an important
role in protecting the privacy of the citizen [1]. Therefore, the government has developed legislation to protect its citizens, who may make use of the legal facilities provided. For example, on December 17 2008, 2% of the Dutch population (330.000
people) had submitted an objection form to the Dutch Ministry of Health, stating that
their electronic health records cannot be shared electronically.2
To facilitate the acceptance of electronic healthcare services, it is necessary to develop the technology that help end-users to establish trust in healthcare service providers in terms of privacy, reliability, integrity of the data. Standard Internet security
techniques provide authentication and encryption of the communication with a service
provider. However, they do not provide the user with means to control or even know
how a service provider will actually use their personal information. It is important to
have mechanisms in place that allow users to make an informed decision to trust a
service provider on the basis of facts, such as reputation and security attributes.
The THeCS project addresses the very important trust questions (transparency, privacy and security) for healthcare services. THeCS is a Dutch national project in the
COMMIT program with 11 partners including representatives from industry, Dutch
research institutes, Dutch universities and hospitals. The project addresses trust as one
of the key issues for new electronic healthcare services. It will create measurable and
enforceable trust. This notion is new for electronic healthcare services (and for Internet services in general), and it is fundamental for their success. The objective of
THeCS is to create new techniques for measuring and controlling the reliability and
use of (healthcare) information. These techniques allow users and service providers to
trust each other and to benefit from these new services.
The concrete goal of the THeCS project is to create and define:
 Ethical, legal, sociological and psychological requirements for trust in healthcare
services. The spectrum of healthcare services is very wide, ranging from formal
medical services to pure commercial services that support every day activities. Often these services share information. It is this integration of services from different
domains and information sharing that is of particular interest.
 A technical protocol to reliably assess the quality of medical data (e.g., blood pressure) measured by patients at home, e.g., identification of the patient, compliance
with measurement protocol, certification of the measurement device.
 A cryptographic technology that enables health service providers to process encrypted medical information so that only intended operations are possible and that
2
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information is not disclosed otherwise. A specific example is categorization of a
community into groups of patients with similar (according to a definition relevant
for healthcare) characteristics, without disclosing the characteristics of individual
patients.
 A cryptographic technology for privacy preserving data mining of patient health
data to support clinical research and knowledge creation for clinical decision support systems.
In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on trust management for home
healthcare services.
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Trust Management for Home Healthcare Services

Home healthcare services have been proposed to decrease the cost of healthcare while
making it more comfortable for the patient. These services aim to support people who
are chronically ill (e.g., post-stroke, diabetes, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD)) or who are rehabilitating. They monitor the health and well-being of people,
enabling tailored assistance where and when needed. In particular, they gather sensitive personal information that is then interpreted by medical professionals in order to
provide treatment. The adoption of such services, however, hardly relies on the trust
that both patients and medical professionals have in the provided healthcare services.
In particular, a number of questions should be addressed:
 How can compliance with a treatment be reliably measured? Patients’ adherence to
medication and to the treatment in general (e.g., activities, exercises, dietary guidelines) is a fundamental factor for the success of a treatment. However, treating a
certain disease usually requires a variety of different medication schemes and
treatment plans, making the compliance checking a complex task.
 Can a physician trust data measured by a patient at home? Home healthcare patients measure physiological parameters at home, and a physician uses this data to
make treatment and diagnosis decisions. It is very important that the measurements
are accurate and that a physician can accept them as medical information.
 Patients and consumers want the possibility to control their personal health information. How can patients use home healthcare services while ensuring their privacy and controlling the use of information in a simple intuitive way?
Answering these questions requires developing the technology for physicians and
other users of measured home healthcare information to easily determine the trustworthiness of the information and patient compliance. Moreover, there is the need of
user-friendly technologies which will allow patients to control the processing and
sharing of their information. In the remainder of the section, we discuss various research lines to address these challenges.

4.1

Patient Compliance

In home healthcare services, patients do not receive treatment (e.g., medication, rehabilitation) directly at the hospital; rather, healthcare service providers prescribe treatment to their patients who should follow such a treatment at home. This, however,
leads to a question on how to assess patient compliance with the prescribed treatment.
Compliance with a medication regimen or a treatment is generally defined as the
extent to which patients take medications and follow the treatment as indicated by
their healthcare providers [2]. The adherence to a treatment by the patient is crucial
both for the treatment evaluation and for the patients’ recovery. However, given the
large range of existing treatments, patient compliance is difficult to assess.
Several solutions for patient compliance have been proposed in the literature. A
number of proposals focus on medication adherence. Here, compliance measurement
methods can be classified in direct and indirect methods [2]. Direct methods measure,
for instance, concentration of a drug or its metabolite in some biologic factor such as
blood. Indirect, methods are based on the assessment of clinical response by a medical
professional, patient questionnaire about the adherence, patient diaries, and pill counting. Other types of adherence measurements [3-6] include medication possession ratio
and related measures of medication availability, discontinuation/continuation, switching, medication gaps, refill compliance, and retentiveness/turbulence. A comprehensive list of existing methods is presented in [7].
An example of indirect method is proposed in [8]. This work aims to identify hypertensive patients who do not adhere to prescribed medication using an ontology
based approach. In particular, patient information such as patient prescription details,
medication possession ratios and blood pressure measurements are specified in an
ontology. Adherence of patients to medication is then determined by querying the
ontology using non-adherence criteria (e.g., patient who have lapsed medication while
having a low medication possession ratio).
Recently, advances in patient monitoring systems have made possible to remotely
monitor the patient to keep track of his health status and partially compliance too.
Such solutions include, for instance, the application of body sensors [9-11], smart
device integration for patient monitoring [12,13] and event-based methods [14],
which aim to capture the patient’s activities and vital metrics. In addition, some preliminary work on patient compliance prediction has been done by applying statistical
methods and text mining techniques [15].
In summary, several efforts have been devoted to the definition of methods for
treatment adherence. However, existing solutions only concentrate on a specific type
of treatment such as medication adherence or monitoring of patients’ activities. This
is insufficient in practice as the treatment for certain diseases often consists of different types of treatments. For instance, patients affected by COPD should adhere to a
number of different treatments such as smoking cessation, vaccinations, rehabilitation, and drug therapy. The effectiveness of the treatment can be assessed only by
assessing and combining the adherence to the single treatments.
Providing a solution for patient compliance to the treatment still remains a challenge. In particular, we need comprehensive solutions for measuring patient compli-

ance for home healthcare services. The development of such solutions requires investigating and integrating existing measurement mechanisms for patient compliance.
The study should not be limited to existing solutions specific for healthcare, but it
should consider compliance checking techniques proposed in other domains like privacy and business process [16,17].
4.2

Reliability of Information in Healthcare

To assess patient health status healthcare providers have to rely on measurements
which may have been taken directly by the patients. Thus, trust and reliability of the
measurements is a necessary condition for the acceptance of the service by healthcare
providers. Next to ensuring proper patient/device authentication, data authenticity and
integrity, it is important to capture the correctness of the authentication process too.
An overall solution that can capture all these aspects is the application of reputation
systems, where providers build a level of trust in the patient based on his ability to
take measurement [18].
Reputation systems have been studied in the literature for different domains, such
as auction websites and peer-to-peer sharing networks [19]. Lately, reputation systems have been proposed for healthcare. Most existing approaches, however, focus on
the patient perspective, where patients rate the services of doctors and healthcare providers via a web portal or a health oriented network [20,21]. Conversely, very few
studies address patients’ trustworthiness from the perspective of healthcare providers
and in particular the reliability of measurements taken by patients. Existing proposals
[18,22] mainly focus on the reliability of the data maintained in the form of electronic
and personal health records.
Additional problems appeared with the growing use of web portals rating
healthcare services. Patients often subscribe to expert websites and search information
regarding their illness on the Internet. Although this practice may have advantages,
the major drawback concerns the trustworthiness of information. For instance, in
Revolution Health3 and other similar online community reputation systems, the trustworthiness of information is assessed only by considering the information source. To
assure information trustworthiness we also need to consider the information itself
[23,24].
Summarizing, there are no comprehensive studies on assessing the trustworthiness
of patients' measurement and, in general, on addressing the problem of trust in home
healthcare services. Moreover, to reassure patient safety, a method for measuring the
trustworthiness of information originating from the Internet should be integrated.
An interesting research challenge is thus the design of solutions for measuring information trustworthiness for home healthcare addressing also the trust issues related
to data coming from the Internet. We believe that a reputation-based solution can
ensure the reliability of home healthcare data needed by physicians. To this end, it is
necessary to investigate the issue of data trustworthiness from both healthcare providers and patients’ perspectives and elicit the requirements for reputation systems to be
3
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deployed in healthcare systems. To get such systems accept by end-users, information
on data reliability should be easily accessible and understandable. Therefore, methods
for assessing data reliability should be coupled with methods and tools that visualize
indicators for data reliability in a way that is understandable by end-users.
4.3

User friendly advanced access control

Healthcare services deal with very personal and sensitive information. The protection
of sensitive information is usually enforced using access control. Several access control models have been proposed in the literature (see [25] for a survey). In particular,
access control for the healthcare domain has been intensively studied in [26-28]. The
challenge in designing an access control system for healthcare is that, while posing
strict constraints on the access to sensitive information, the system has to cope with
the dynamic environment of healthcare and the potential exceptions that are raised in
case of emergency. Furthermore, medical data can also be formed as arbitrary text,
such as a patient report made by healthcare practitioners, leading to the need for policies based on content. In this trend, content-based access control [29,30] and tagbased access control [31,32] has been proposed. For instance, content-based approaches have been used for the protection of medical images [33]. Although these
access control models are very expressive and allow the specification of a wide range
of authorization policies, they are usually difficult to use by end-users.
The last years have seen an increasing interest in the development of user friendly
privacy management and access control systems. For instance, various enterprises
designed platforms which allow users to set their privacy and access control policies.
One example is Google dashboard privacy tool, which through a web interface displays to users what information about them is stored and who can access it. Similarly,
social networks such as Facebook let users restrict or grant access to other users or
groups on their data (e.g., wall posts, photos). Although these proposals provide a
simple and straightforward solution, they neither allow users to understand the effect
of the specified policies nor ensure secure access control.
Therefore, a need for more flexible yet friendly privacy management exists. Efforts
such as privacy dashboard4, PrivacyOS project5, Primelife project6) and privacy room
[34] provide tools (e.g., browser add-ons, mobile applications) for regulating the exposure of user data to the network. Pearson et al. [35] propose a client privacy management scheme based on data obfuscation (not necessarily using encryption) and
user “personas”. Although these proposals increase usability and flexibility, they do
not provide users with the overview of the effect of the specified policy.
In conclusion, although several studies on access control have been carried out, no
comprehensive studies on user friendly access control for healthcare exist. The challenge is to define a novel access control model which guarantees an appropriate level
of security and allows users to specify the policies regulating the exposure of their
4
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information to others. In addition, the model should be easy to use by end-users. Ideally, the access control system should not only allow users to define access rules to
their data but also support them in “visualizing” the effect of the defined access control policy and therefore in ensuring that the created policy reflects user’s intentions.
The lack of such an overview might result in a loss of sensitive information. For instance, a patient might set strict access rules regarding his health condition and his
disease and leave unrestricted access to some information which may reveal his medical condition. As an example, a patient affected by HIV might want to prevent the
disclosure of information regarding his medical condition. Thus, he restricts the access to the corresponding fields in his EHR that contain information regarding his
disease (e.g., HIV status, HIV antibodies). However, the patient might not restrict
access to other fields (e.g., white blood cell count, CD4 T-cells count) from which,
although they do not contain his HIV status, his disease may be inferred.
The design of a user-friendly access control model demands to conceptually divide
the access control model in two layers: a high level layer, in which end-users can
easily specify their privacy preferences, and a low-level layer, which consists of machine readable policies eventually enforced by the system. The refinement and mapping of high-level policies (specified by users) into enforceable policies can be
achieved, for instance by enabling semantic interoperability between high level description of information to be protected and the data objects in which such information is stored. The aim of this semantic alignment is to support the automatic generation of enforceable policies from the high-level policies specified by users. As a
result, enforceable policies can be dynamically customizable with respect to user
preferences.

5

Conclusions

The growth of the Internet and ICT technologies had a large impact on modern
healthcare. A fundamental need is to design novel electronic healthcare services that
improve people’s health and well-being but also extend beyond the individual towards
sustainability of our society. However, although the use of ICT in healthcare can offer
several benefits to the society, the adoption of electronic healthcare services relies
also on ethical and societal aspects such as the trust that end-users (e.g., patients and
physicians) has towards such services.
In this paper, we discussed the challenges for developing trusted home healthcare
services. The THeCS project addresses the issue of trust in healthcare services. In
particular, the project aims to define the technology necessary to deploy trusted
healthcare services. We presented various lines of research which will be also investigated within the project to address such challenges, namely patient compliance, reliability of information in healthcare, and user-friendly access control.
Acknowledgements. This work has been done in the context of the THeCS project
which is supported by the Dutch national program COMMIT.
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